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The state of Alaska has a complex historical relationship with its wild wolf packs. The authors expand
Connell’s concept of frontier masculinity to interpret articles from the Anchorage Daily News as an
alternative way to understand Alaska’s shifting wolf policies. Originally, state policies were shaped
by frontier masculinity and characterized by claims of sportsmen’s rights to kill wolves. With the rein-
stitution of an aggressive wolf-eradication project, Alaska policy makers retooled frontier masculin-
ity. This altered form of masculinity, retro frontier masculinity, is constructed at the state level and
deploys new strategic emphases: vilifying opponents as feminized sissies, casting wolf hunters as
paternalist protectors, reifying the masculine family provider role, and framing the issue as funda-
mentally about competition.
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Masculinities shape relationships among people. They also shape people’s
relationships with nonhuman animals. In the long history of humanity’s

control of wolves, masculinity has determined the manner in which wolves are
targeted, whether and how they are killed, and to what extent governments are
involved. Alaska’s recent reinstitution of aerial wolf control, in which wolves
are shot from a low-flying airplane or helicopter, or from aircraft that land after
tracking wolves from the air, dramatically illustrates these gender issues.
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In this article, we analyze news articles about wolf control published during
14 years in the Anchorage Daily News. We apply Connell’s (1993) ideas about
frontier masculinity to create an understanding of Alaska’s wolf politics. Frontier
masculinity centers on cultural myths about real and imagined heroic frontiers-
men and cowboys. We contend that in Alaska, frontier masculinity is constructed
and sustained at the state level by influential policy makers and is promulgated by
the major news media. As we document, there has been significant pressure
against Alaska’s wolf control policies, including major challenges to the frontier
masculinity that shapes and supports these policies. But rather than letting go of
frontier masculinity, we claim Alaska policy makers have retrofitted it to garner
public support for dominion over Alaska’s wolves. We call this retooled form
“retro frontier masculinity.” We claim that retro frontier masculinity has been
developed as a response to systemic change.

FRONTIER MASCULINITY IN ALASKA

In the U.S. national imagination, Alaska is mythologized as exceptional and
unique in multiple ways (Kollin 2001). Many state policies support mythological
aspects of the state, especially the myth of Alaska’s being “the last frontier.”
Smelser (1998) describes how myths serve particular functions, including bond-
ing disparate groups together in a collective denial of reality, and providing nar-
ratives that can be deployed for political ends. Alaska politicians exploit the myth
of the state’s exceptionalism as the last frontier for political advantage to mobi-
lize their supporters and to attack their opposition. Kimmel (1996) documents
that U.S. history has been shaped by chronic anxieties and insecurities about
national masculinity and that the obsessive compulsion to constantly prove
American masculinity spurred the quest to tame the western frontier. We claim
that a particular form of masculinity plays a central role in the myth of Alaska as
a modern-day frontier and is maintained and legitimized not only by the attitudes
and actions of individual men and women but, more important for the purpose of
this article, by state agencies and politicians working to maintain cultural hege-
mony through the regional media (Artz and Murphy 2000). Connell (1993)
coined the term “frontier masculinity” to describe a form of masculinity built on
the myths of the frontier, including the iconic Daniel Boone, cowboys, and Paul
Bunyan. We find Connell’s description of frontier masculinity to be an especially
salient concept to use when exploring the gendered aspects of the wolf control
issue in Alaska, so in this work we expand on his concept.

Like Connell’s concept, Alaska’s frontier masculinity is mythological and fantasy
based. It is an idealized form of public masculinity, a state-level masculinity,
more than it is a form of masculinity to which individual men are held account-
able. Frontier masculinity as an ideal is built on romanticized understandings of
wilderness (Bonnett 1996), rugged self-sufficiency, courage, masculine bodily
strength (Little and Leyshon 2003), autonomous individualism (Miller 2004), and
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active subordination of nature (Kimmel 1987). From at least the mid-nineteenth
century, U.S. men imagined frontiers as places to which they could escape stifling
civilization and feminine domestication and where they could return to an authen-
tic masculinity tested and honed by strenuous and virtuous labor (Kimmel 1996).
Like the imagined Bunyan, who manhandled huge timber into submissive logs,
or the fantasy cowboy who wrestled powerful steers to the ground for branding,
men who defy death to overcome dangerous aspects of rurality and wilderness
have long been hailed as masculine heroes (Emel 1995). For Kimmel (1987), the
cowboy is the mythical icon of compulsive masculinity. Fierce, courageous,
unemotional, unattached, and with the singular purpose of conquering nature, the
cowboy embodies all of the mythical ideals of frontier masculinity.

Throughout its history, first as a territory, and then as a state, Alaska has been
defined and understood as primarily male space, especially as a playground for
white adventurers (Kollin 2001, 92), treasure seekers, and sport hunters. Frontier
masculinity played a central role in 1890s-1920s gold rush Alaska and, before
that, in the quest for riches through the fur trade. Indeed, the grizzled fur trapper
and rugged gold prospector are celebrated cultural heroes of frontier masculinity,
credited with battling a hostile and hazardous climate, vast wilderness, and dan-
gerous animals to subordinate natural forces. The thousands of immigrants who
flowed to Alaska in the wake of oil exploration in the 1970s-1980s carried with
them their own visions of the myths of Alaska (Mitchell 2003). Today, the heav-
ily masculinized oil industry is seen as the ultimate site for machismo and the
romanticized cowboy hero, and the myth of frontier masculinity persists in the
industry (Miller 2004).

Frontier masculinity has been constructed within the context of wilderness, an
especially important element of the myth of Alaska as a frontier (Kollin 2001).
Rural and wilderness areas are seen as sites where men can be real, masculine
men, while men in cities are overly civilized, affected, and effeminate (Bell
2000). Wilderness areas are imagined as places where men can go wild and where
they can experience masculine freedoms unavailable in stifling, feminized,
domesticated cities (Bell 2000; Bonnett 1996; Kimmel 1996). Wilderness occu-
pations are considered to be particularly manly, as men overpowering natural
forces in their quest to make a living is highly valued (Strate 1992). Work has
long functioned to help form masculine identities (Willott and Griffin 1996), with
heavy, dirty, and dangerous work—the kinds of work traditionally available in
Alaska and other frontiers—associated with especially manly men (Brandth
1995). Strength and power are central to constructions of rural masculinity (Little
and Leyshon 2003) and are essential elements of frontier masculinity.

Hunting prowess may be the most significant aspect of Alaska’s frontier mas-
culinity. Hunting success is seen as necessary on an individual level, but more
important for this article, masculine hunting success is a state issue and is a vital
element of Alaska’s myth of the frontier. Early-twentieth-century sportsmen writ-
ers helped create the myth that there is a moose behind every tree in Alaska
(Kollin 2001) and that hunters barely need to aim accurately to bag a trophy bull.
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Hunting for sport or for food is a highly gendered activity (King 1991). Nationwide,
less than 7 percent of women hunt (Luke 1998), and men are up to 20 times more
likely to hunt regardless of any other demographic variable (Stedman and Heberlein
2001). In patriarchal cultures, violence is part of what it means to be a man
(McBride 1995), including normative participation in blood sports such as trophy
hunting (Adams 1991). Killing animals that are especially fierce, such as wolves
or bears, has long been considered an indicator of manly virility (Emel 1995).
Another way that hunting is gendered is revealed by the fact that hunters say that
it makes them feel manly (Luke 1998). Within hunting cultures, hunting is
valorized (Brightman 1996), and men who do not hunt, or who show sympathy
for hunted animals (Emel 1995) are considered to not be “real men” (Murphy
2001, 68). In Alaska, hunting cannot be separated from the myth of frontier mas-
culinity; indeed, hunting prowess is central to the concept.

Hunting communities justify hunting in multiple ways. They claim it as a
God-given right (Kellert et al. 1996; Woods 1997), as providing sustenance for
families (Luke 1998), as a duty to protect crops against pests (Milbourne 2003a,
2003b; Woods 1997), as instinctual (King 1991; Luke 1998), as a cultural imper-
ative (Fox 2002), as the most important way men obtain prestige and authority
(Brightman 1996), and as sustaining traditional rural community life (Milbourne
2003a, 2003b). These key concepts reveal how hunting is intimately connected with
issues of masculinity: the discourses surrounding natural rights, family provider,
paternalist duty, instinct, traditional culture, route to authority, and sustaining
traditional community life are all tightly woven with concepts of masculinity.
Indeed, Emel (1995, 727) claims, “hunting and killing are definitive” of masculinity,
and as we claim here, of the myth of frontier masculinity.

In Alaska, sport hunting is strongly supported by state policies. Many influen-
tial policy makers identify themselves as sport hunters, and state agencies and
decision-making bodies have historically been controlled by the sport hunting
lobby (Strohmeyer 2003). But here, as elsewhere, hunting is under siege, as an
increasingly vocal antihunting movement exerts pressure on hunting communities
and state government (Byrd 2002). We argue that because hunting and statewide
hunter success are such integral parts of the myth of the frontier and of frontier
masculinity, state agencies routinely intervene to sustain them.

Due to the dominance and pervasiveness of the myth of frontier masculinity in
Alaska, its values are instituted into state policy on hunting and wildlife issues. In
Alaska, wildlife policies, including those that address hunting, are largely set by
the Alaska Board of Game. This agency has historically upheld policies of
aggressive control and domination of wildlife, including targeting the entire wolf
population in several areas of Alaska for eradication and burning vast amounts of
forest to transform the areas into moose habitat to increase hunting opportunities.
The key issue has traditionally been one of subordinating nature. Throughout
most of Alaska’s history, the board has comprised almost exclusively men, and
like other states (Pacelle 1998), the board is dominated by individuals active in
the hunting industry—sport hunters, fur trappers, and professional game guides
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(Luke 1998; Stedman and Heberlein 2001; Strohmeyer 2003). Ecofeminists note
that values of aggressive control and domination of nature, wild places, and wild
animals are strongly linked with patriarchal dominion (Donovan 1990; Seager
2003; Warren 1995). The policies instituted by Alaska’s Board of Game have his-
torically demonstrated the accuracy of this claim, as year after year, the board works
to maintain frontier masculinity through the valorization of hunting (Brightman
1996) and aggressive subordination of wildlife, including Alaska’s wolves.

THE WOLF IN FRONTIER MASCULINITY

Alaska has had a complicated historical relationship with its wild wolf packs.
Wolves have long functioned as scapegoats all across the world (Kellert et al.
1996; Kleese 2002; Lopez [1978] 1995; Moore 1994). As McBride (1995, 124)
claims, whether the scapegoat is guilty of the accused crimes or not does not
matter; it is “mythically guilty,” and so it is considered unquestionably by com-
munity members to be, in fact, guilty. The problems of the community are foisted
on the scapegoat, in this case wolves, and the scapegoat gets its just deserts:
death. In Alaska, wolves have been placed in the time-honored role of scapegoat.

As early as the 1920s, the U.S. federal and Alaska territorial governments col-
laborated in predator control projects that targeted the territory’s wolves for exter-
mination, claiming wolves were competitors with sportsmen for trophy Dall
sheep (Rawson 2001). Alaska’s policies about wolves mirrored federal eradica-
tion policies throughout the United States. Especially in Western states, wolves
were portrayed as not only useless to humans but also menacing, ferocious
vermin that threatened stockmen’s livelihoods (Jones 2002; Kellert et al. 1996)
and were undeserving of life, or even a merciful end to it (Emel 1995). In the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it was considered unmanly for men to
show emotion, including sympathy for the suffering of wolves as they were being
killed (Emel 1995). In the 1930s, following publication of Murie’s famous book,
The Wolves of Mt. McKinley, wolf-killing projects in Alaska were cancelled, rein-
stituted, then cancelled again as public and scientific opinion favorable to wolves
(Jones 2002) encountered stiff opposition from influential big game hunters
(Rawson 2001). During the 1940s and much of the 1950s, wolf eradication pro-
grams continued throughout the territory, and untold numbers of wolves were
killed by sportsmen on snowmobiles and through poisoning and trapping. The
U.S. government aided the territory’s efforts to eradicate wolves by financing a
bounty system and by paying federal agents to shoot wolves from airplanes
(Rawson 2001). Jay Hammond,1 future governor of Alaska, boasted of killing
300 wolves from his plane in one month in the 1950s; his actions were hailed as
heroic in the territory (Lopez [1978] 1995). But in the mid-1950s, new federal
policy officially terminated some wolf control programs, and portending the
nature of future conflicts, Alaska’s residents bristled at what was termed outside
interference with local wildlife issues. When Alaska became a state in 1959, one
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of the central tenets was that Alaska could set its own wildlife policies, free from
federal interference (Rawson 2001).

Aerial wolf control programs and on-the-ground trapping and hunting of
wolves continued to be unregulated in most of Alaska until the mid-1960s, when
the state legislature for the first time classified wolves as big game animals and
furbearers and required a hunting license to kill wolves. The consequence of the
reclassification from vermin to game meant that not only federal agents, but the
general public, could shoot wolves from airplanes (Rawson 2001). In the 1970s,
the burgeoning environmental movement helped pass the federal Airborne
Hunting Act, claiming that killing wildlife from the air was unfair chase. The
passage of the act put a stop to most of Alaska’s wolf hunting by air. However,
on-the-ground hunting of wolves for sport and fur continued, and wolves contin-
ued to be blamed for plummeting moose and caribou populations. In the 1980s
and 1990s, public conflict about wolves escalated, both nationally and statewide,
with sportsmen’s groups pressuring Alaska’s legislature and Board of Game to
increase wolf eradication programs and with environmentalist groups working to
protect the state’s wolf packs. Meanwhile, elsewhere in the United States, wolves
were protected under the 1966 federal Endangered Species Act (Kellert et al.
1996). Outside Alaska, in the mid-1990s, several wolf reintroduction projects and
protection programs for the few wild wolf packs that survived widespread exter-
mination earlier in the twentieth century were highly successful in reestablishing
vibrant wolf populations in several states, although not without local conflict
(Byrd 2002; Jones 2002). In Alaska, state policies fluctuated in the 1990s, some-
times authorizing wolf eradication programs and at other times restricting them,
depending on who controlled the Alaska Board of Game, the state legislature, and
the governorship.

In 2004, the state resumed its internationally controversial policy of extermi-
nating wolves by air, and it continues to enact state policies that encourage land-
based hunters and trappers to kill wolves. The result is that more than 15 percent
of Alaska’s wolves are killed legally each year, and influential policy makers are
working to expand the state-sponsored aerial wolf extermination program. For
example, in 2005, 89 percent of the wolves in one area were scheduled to be killed.

Throughout Alaska’s historical relationship with its wolves, groups promoting
a particular form of public, state-level masculinity—frontier masculinity (Connell
1993)—have controlled state policy through domination of the legislature and the
state’s wildlife management agencies. The fact that groups maintaining such ide-
ologies have been the ones to control official policy-making institutions has
meant that Alaska’s wolf policies are designed to support sportsmen’s and fron-
tiersmen’s values of subordination of wolves. This is in spite of marked resistance
from most wildlife scientists, environmentalists, animal rights groups, and a
majority of citizens in both the United States (Nie 2002; Pacelle 1998) and Alaska
(Kellert 1985). Although many authors have noted the symbolic value of wolves
(Byrd 2002; Jones 2002; Kellert et al. 1996; and Nie 2002), an area that is under-
theorized is the gendered aspect of that symbolism.
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CHALLENGES AND CHANGES TO FRONTIER MASCULINITY

Economies and political systems may collapse, but hegemonic masculinities
are collectively retooled to fit new realities (Brandth 1995; Campbell and Bell
2000; Ní Laoire 2001) so that control and subordination processes remain intact
(Connell 2002). For Alaska men, frontier masculinity is no longer available as it
was during the halcyon sport hunting, fur trading, gold rush, or oil pipeline days.
We believe that because of multiple factors that have exerted significant pressure
on traditional frontier masculinity, Alaska policy makers have retooled it so as to
restore its hegemonic power.

One of the factors exerting pressure on frontier masculinity has been economic
restructuring. Downsizing in extraction industries such as the oil industry (Miller
2004), timber industry (Sherman 2004), and gold mining, and the decline in the
international market for fur, has eliminated many traditional Alaskan frontiers-
men occupations. In addition, cultural imperialism has marginalized, and even
obliterated, traditional forms of masculinity on which men have relied for gener-
ations (Connell 1993). Transnational capitalism has eroded the social acceptabil-
ity of traditional Alaska frontier masculinity. The new internationally hegemonic
form of masculinity is a transnational business masculinity (Connell 2002), a
form of masculinity that is largely unavailable to Alaska men except, perhaps, in
urban areas such as Anchorage. Still another factor that has exerted pressure on
frontier masculinity is global climate change, which has caused shifts in migra-
tion patterns of birds, marine life, and land mammals; degraded wildlife habitat
(Fox 2002); and is linked to plummeting moose populations (Alaska Regional
Assessment Group 1999). For frontiersmen and sportsmen in Alaska, these changes
are being experienced as declining hunter success. Fish and wildlife populations
supported indigenous peoples in what was to become Alaska for thousands of
years until significant white migration in the early part of the twentieth century
taxed wildlife populations to near-extinction (Mitchell 2003). After federal and
territorial governments instituted wolf-kill projects, caribou and moose popula-
tions exploded to unnaturally high numbers, resulting in huge, widespread popu-
lations easily exploited by hunters and giving rise to the mythical perception that
there is a trophy moose behind every tree in the state (Kollin 2001). The phe-
nomenal success of sport hunters during extensive wolf-eradication programs is
part of the basis on which traditional frontier masculinity was built in the twenti-
eth century. But after extensive wolf control was cut back, and after a series of
population crashes among moose and caribou due to human manipulation of their
population, habitat degradation, and overhunting by humans, sportsmen’s hunting
success was no longer guaranteed as it had been in the mythological halcyon days
of frontier masculinity.

In Alaska discourse, shifts in transnational capitalism, economic restructuring,
climate change, and overhunting are not typically blamed for the pressures on
men and frontier masculinity. Wolves are the ones that have been blamed. As a
Midwestern rancher explained, “while international markets and corporatization
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can be quite complex, wolves are relatively simple and can fit straight into the
scope of a rifle” (Nie 2001, 8). In Alaska, blame is attributed to the lack of state
policies that keep wolves under control and out of areas especially convenient for
hunters. In fact, policy makers scapegoat wolves in spite of overwhelming scien-
tific evidence that wolves are not primarily responsible for the decline of caribou
and moose populations, for which they are blamed and targeted for eradication.

Structural changes, such as those described above, have gendered implications.
For example, working-class men experience unemployment as emasculation
(Fine et al. 1997). Men experiencing economic downsizing tighten their physical
and financial control over wives and children as a way to shore up their power and
sense of manliness (Sherman 2004). They may also increase their expression of
misogyny and homophobia (Connell 1993) and project their anger toward
women, ethnic minority communities, and other scapegoats (Fine et al. 1997)
such as wolves (Moore 1994). Among men whose masculine identity is based on
dominance over nature (Kruse 1999; Warren 1995), the inability to be successful
at hunting, to dominate an animal by killing it, is a profound challenge to their
masculinity (Emel 1995). Big game hunting is an ancient mode by which men
gain authority and prestige (Brightman 1996), so when hunting is constrained in
hunting communities, men lose a primary route by which they accrue power. Men
who are near the bottom of a collapsing economy feel embattled (Fine et al. 1997;
Moore 1994). Because they experience the situation as their traditional mas-
culinity being under siege, they must find other ways to be men (Fine et al. 1997).
This, we claim, is what is happening to Alaska men who have relied on frontier
masculinity as their way to be manly.

As men come to feel embattled, and feel their masculine identity is under
siege, they turn to their communities and to male-dominated institutions like the
Alaska Game Board and the state legislature to help them craft new ways to be
men. This underscores the fact that creating new ways for men to be manly is not
an individual pursuit but is structured at the level of the state. Franzway, Court,
and Connell (1989) analyze the state as a gendered institution, claiming it is best
viewed as a set of practices that institutionalize power relations, largely for the
benefit of men. Connell (2001) further expands the idea that gendered practices
are structural, and not just the property of individual men, when he describes the
crisis tendency of dominant masculinities. According to Connell, when a domi-
nant masculinity, such as frontier masculinity, is threatened, there are structural,
often national attempts to reestablish and reaffirm the threatened masculinity. In
U.S. history, one recurring strategy deployed to reaffirm masculinity is the reifica-
tion of the cult of the outdoorsman. Originally emerging in the nineteenth century,
it has been revived several times during masculinity’s moments of national crisis
(Connell 2001).

In Alaska, the newspaper resources we analyzed demonstrate that attempts to
reestablish and reaffirm frontier masculinity occurred at the state level. We claim
that Alaska policy makers retooled traditional frontier masculinity so as to restore
its dominance but that they did so in ways that reflect new emphases. As we
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discuss, we call this retooled form retro frontier masculinity, in the sense that it is
a revived form of an older masculinity.

METHOD

Our interest in this article is how a shifting, public, state-level masculinity has
shaped the discourse and policy-making processes related to the wolf issue in
Alaska. An analysis of newspaper accounts as the wolf issue unfolded during the
course of 14 years provided us with rich longitudinal data. For this work, we
conducted an interpretive content analysis of newspaper articles, editorials, and
letters to the editor of the most influential and widely distributed paper in Alaska:
the Anchorage Daily News (referred to hereafter as ADN; please Table A1 in the
appendix). The ADN was selected for its frequent reporting of wolf control issues
within a local and regional context. We examined articles during the period of
1 January 1990 to 31 May 2004. The first date was selected because it was a
pivotal moment in wolf control, as we discuss. We chose the second date because
it was the final date of the aerial wolf control program for the year in which data
collection was undertaken. In this article, we primarily focus our analysis on the
news reports and indicate information from editorials and letters to the editor as
they appear. Because we are particularly interested in how Alaska’s state agencies
and politicians control state wolf policies, we believe the ADN provides impor-
tant insight and is a useful data source.

Articles were pulled from ADN’s online source, and key words were used to
locate items: wolf control AND Alaska; predator control AND Alaska; aerial
hunting AND Alaska; aerial trapping AND Alaska. We examined a total of
544 news reports, editorials, and letters to the editor and read them in chronolog-
ical order. Through this examination, it became clear that a gendered framework
provides an alternative way to analyze the shifting public discourse and policy-
making discussions about wolves. Artz and Murphy (2000) document how main-
stream newspapers such as the ADN work to uphold current hegemony, including
hegemonic gender regimes, and our interpretive analysis of the newspaper articles
confirms their claim.

A conventional content analysis typically codes manifest content, which is count-
able and supposedly objective (Berg 1995). However, for this article, we follow
Berg’s (1995) recommendation to code latent content because of its revelation of
symbolic meanings attached to the manifest content. Because we are interested in
how public masculinities shape public discourse, we utilize feminist narrative inter-
pretive methods (DeVault 1999), allowing us to see that some of the latent content
is gendered, even when “gender,” “masculinity,” or similar words do not actually
appear in the text. Giving the newspaper materials a “gendered reading” (DeVault
1999), while conscious of our status as members of a particular group (sociologists
interested in gender and environment), allows us to create alternative interpretations
while a more casual reader might find gender and masculinity invisible.
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Berg (1995) recommends that coding for latent content be accompanied by at
least three independent examples to corroborate the researchers’ interpretation as
objective. DeVault (1999) critiques the pursuit of objectivity, noting that objective
reality does not exist, that everything is socially constructed within a patriarchal
social system. As mentioned previously, she recommends giving texts a gendered
reading to render issues of gender visible and manifest. DeVault’s argument
notwithstanding, we believe we can meet Berg’s recommendation of having three
independent examples to corroborate our interpretation of latent content. Our
claim about the newspaper resources we analyzed is that there is latent content
about masculinities that can be utilized to interpret the wolf control issue. Our
first independent example to corroborate our claim is that much of the discourse
in the ADN is manifestly gendered. For example, ADN newspaper writers pri-
marily use masculine pronouns to refer to hunters, making the assumption that they
are men, and use masculine generics, such as “man” or “men” to refer to “people”
and the term “flyboys” to describe the aerial hunters who kill wolves from the air.
These examples corroborate our claim that there is latent gender content to be
analyzed. Second, most of the actions described in the newspaper are performed
by male actors, although the articles rarely point out this fact. This may make the
gendered aspects of men’s activities invisible to casual observers, but to gender
scholars, this underscores how masculinity is generally not seen at all but is invis-
ible (Connell 1993). Third, as Connell (1993) notes, masculinities are not just
personal practices but are institutionalized and organized through the state, the
family, and the media, such as newspapers. The media, of which the ADN is an
example, are an institution recognized as instrumental in constructing and main-
taining gender regimes (Connell 1996). Thus, we believe that these three inde-
pendent examples—manifest gender content visible in the language used, the
ADN’s assumption that primary actors in the wolf controversy are men, and the
scholarly recognition that public media play a role in the maintenance of gender
regimes—corroborate our gendered reading of the texts.

THE FADING OF FRONTIER MASCULINITY

By the 1990s, after a century of hegemony, frontier masculinity was enduring
significant challenges. An iconographic moment occurred in 1990 when a group
of prominent sportsmen was arrested and charged with illegally using airplanes
to harass a pack of wolves before killing them (Medred, ADN, 12 February 1990).
In the news article about the crime, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife investigator
implied the men simply got carried away with the thrill of the hunt. In spite of the
investigator’s “boys will be boys” attitude, the men were charged with a series of
crimes. The writer of the article was the outdoors editor for the ADN. Although
ostensibly about the crime, most of the article lauded the mythological hunting
reputation of Jack Frost, the ringleader arrested in the case. He noted that Frost
had killed every species of large animal in the United States by bow and that he
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had received multiple awards from hunting organizations. The writer gave Frost
esteemed status as an admired, untamed, rebellious sportsman, an “outlaw aerial
wolf hunter.” Throughout the article, frontier masculinity was valorized; however,
evidence that this was a moment when frontier masculinity shifted from its pre-
vious hegemonic position is that Frost received a number of anonymous, threat-
ening phone calls. This signaled a shift in the way the anonymous public felt
about harassing and killing wolves from the air and in the violent performance of
frontier masculinity for the purpose of subordinating nature.

Less than one year later, the influence of frontier masculinity on state wildlife
policy after nearly one hundred years of control was waning. In 1991, the Alaska
Board of Game instituted a series of new policies based on the recommendations
of a 16-member alliance composed of both sports hunters and prowolf environ-
mentalists. The new policies included limits on wolf hunting, including restrict-
ing same-day airborne hunting tactics, which allowed hunters to track wolves
from the air, land, and shoot them. Sport hunters decried the limits, with one
claiming killing wolves is “an essential freedom” and another saying, “I have as
much a right and privilege to shoot a wolf as someone else has to watch a wolf”
(Hulen, ADN, 27 October 1991). Doug Pope, chair of the Game Board, acknowl-
edged the past role played by frontier masculinity, saying airborne hunting is “the
last sort of remnant of the cowboy mentality that used to pervade here in Alaska,
the sort of outlaw mentality” (Hulen, 1 November 1991). Pope decided the new
policy would restrict airborne hunting to special cases, saying, “we’re on the edge
of a new era.”

In successive years, frontier masculinity as embodied in the state’s wolf con-
trol policies was increasingly challenged. One year after Pope’s statement about
new b board policies and the “new era,” Governor Hickel appointed a staunch
proponent of wolf control to replace him. The board once again talked about insti-
tuting widespread aerial wolf control, yielding to complaints by sportsmen that
wolves competed with them for wild game. State biologists with the Division of
Wildlife Conservation radio-collared 25 wolves with the intent of tracking them
to their packs, then killing entire packs with shotguns from helicopters (Ahn,
ADN, 25 November 1992). Five hundred wolves were targeted. The plan was pre-
sented to the public as rational and scientific, emphasizing the fact that it would
be state biologists using the shotguns and helicopters. National outrage over
Alaska’s plan filled Governor Hickel’s mailbox and jammed phone lines to the
Division of Wildlife Conservation. A threatened national tourism boycott called
by animal rights and environmental groups put the Game Board and state biolo-
gists on the defensive.

National criticism of the plan included proposed congressional legislation for-
bidding Alaska’s plan and threats to investigate the state’s use of radio-collars under
Federal Communications Commission regulations (Ahn, ADN, 4 December
1992). In newspaper reports, frontier masculinity seemed to be vying with a form
of masculinity that bristled with adolescent, schoolyard bullying language from
national officials. For example, Representative DeFazio (D—Oregon) claimed
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the state would suffer “a black eye” if it went ahead with its plan. With national
attention focused on Alaska’s Board of Game and sport hunters, the threats to
Alaska’s frontier masculinity were obvious.

As a result of the international pressure, Governor Hickel, an ADN headline
proclaimed, “backed down,” canceled the proposed aerial wolf control plan, and
called for a Wolf Summit (ADN, 7 December 1992), an event that became noto-
rious. The governor, the report stated, used bad judgment in approving the plan,
and now he had “a political disaster on his hands” (ADN, 7 December 1992). The
article warned that sportsmen and the “hardliners in the Department of Fish and
Game” who continued to press for aerial wolf control were promoting an issue
that the rest of the United States would never allow, even though Alaska propo-
nents “parade, posture, and pout.” The article framed proponents of wolf control
as stubborn, spoiled little boys.

Relying on the elements of frontier masculinity that had long shaped the wolf
control issue, especially the taken-for-granted lethal subordination of wolves, no
longer worked to justify why the state should carry on with its proposed wolf
eradication plans. Governor Hickel, in response to a question from an NBC news
journalist about why Alaska should institute wolf control, answered, “Well . . . you
can’t just let nature run wild” (Bryson, ADN, 20 December 1992). Nature must
be dominated, according to Game Board policies shaped by frontier masculinity.
A week later, Hickel, in a widely published letter (27 December 1992), said folks
outside Alaska misunderstood the wolf issue. In a telling tactical shift, instead of
claiming sportsmen’s right to kill wolves, Hickel claimed wolves were prevent-
ing Alaska family men from meeting the nutritional needs of their families.
Deploying strategic bewilderment, the governor said Alaska’s family providers
were confused about why animal rights advocates did not want their families
to have food to eat. This change from the state’s formerly steadfast maintenance
of sportsmen’s right to dominate nature, to not allow it to “run wild,” to an
emphasis on men as embattled family providers unable to put food on their tables
signals the shift of public policy to one shaped by what we call retro frontier
masculinity.

THE EMERGENCE OF RETRO FRONTIER MASCULINITY

For many decades, the ideal of frontier masculinity, including the legacy of the
mythological cowboy, framed the issue of wolf control. Emerging from the legacy
of frontier masculinity are ideas about sportsmen’s rights to unquestioned, total
dominion over nature and wild animals. However, under the pressures of outrage
over Alaska’s aerial wolf control policies, the state’s policy makers sought to
reframe the issue. They did so by retooling and retrofitting frontier masculinity.

In the process of retrofitting frontier masculinity, policy makers continued to
frame the wolf control issue as the right of sportsmen to subordinate nature but
extended their frames (Snow et al. 1986) to include alternative, perhaps more
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compelling reasons for lethal wolf control. Frames are sets of interpretations of
events made by a social movement to attract activists, to mobilize supporters, and
to challenge the opposition (Snow et al. 1986). The new frames, or strategic
emphases, included vilification of opponents as feminized, casting wolf hunters
as paternalist protectors, reification of the masculine family provider role, and
analysis of the issue as one fundamentally about competition. These emphases
often overlap. A key part of the retrofit process is deploying values that have
historical, even ancient, precedent, reframed for a new agenda.

Vilifying opponents as feminized is one of the reframed strategies undertaken as
the state’s policy makers sought to retrofit frontier masculinity. As Connell (2001)
and Kimmel (1996) document, masculinity is constructed in opposition to anything
feminine, and being associated with sissyhood is the ultimate insult. Previously,
Alaska’s policy makers had little need to vilify their opponents as feminized
because the values of traditional frontier masculinity were hegemonic. Early in
1993, policy makers realized that compromise on the wolf control issue might be
necessary, but they had to reassure the public that compromise did not necessarily
threaten the state’s traditional form of masculinity. The tendency to compromise
had not been part of frontier masculinity, in large part because any sign of sensitiv-
ity, compassion, or desire for nonhierarchical processes connoted wimpiness
(Ducat 2004; Kimmel 1996). For example, Michael Carey, editor of the ADN,
sought to assure readers that being against aerial wolf control did not necessarily
make one less of a real Alaska man: “The legendary game warden, Sam White of
Fairbanks, hardly a posy sniffer, had no use for aerial wolf hunting” because it gives
hunters an unfair, nonsportsmanlike advantage over their prey (ADN, 13 January
1993). Embodying sportsmanlike values such as giving prey a “fair chance,” he
claimed, does not mean that a hunter is an effete, flower-loving environmentalist.

Another example of the tactic of vilification of opponents as feminized appeared
in 1992 when an opinion writer wrote an article criticizing central players. He
trivialized those opposed to state employees gunning down wolves from the air
as “defenders of forest creatures” and characterized activists as “little old ladies
with umbrellas” (ADN, 22 November 1992). The writer feminized those opposed
to aerial wolf control as a way to delegitimate their stance.

In 1994, an event occurred that underscored the efficacy of accusations of sissy-
hood. Gordon Haber, an influential wolf biologist and activist, and an accompany-
ing TV reporter, videotaped several wolves caught in state-set snares. The snares
had been touted as humane because they supposedly instantly killed animals by
strangulation. Haber’s video, however, pictured wolves who were not only still alive
but suffering dreadfully (Rinehart, ADN, 2 December 1994). The footage was
graphic, grisly, horrifying, and widely published on TV newscasts, in national
newspapers, and on the Internet. An Alaska Fish and Game employee was pictured
on the videotape shooting a wolf point-blank five times before it succumbed.
Immediately after the footage of the dying wolves was published, the newly elected
Democratic governor, Tony Knowles, and the Fish and Game Commissioner,
Carl Rosier, terminated the state’s wolf control project. However, the next day, the
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Board of Game sought proposals on how to implement a new law passed by
Republican state representatives requiring the state to manage wildlife populations
for the sole benefit of human hunters (Rinehart, ADN, 3 December 1994). The law
stated that if problems with game arose, the Department of Fish and Game was
required to kill predators and burn timber before it could limit human hunting activ-
ities. Public criticism of killing wolves using “helicopters and machine guns” was
discounted as mere “sissified squeamishness” (ADN, 19 February 1995). It has long
been unmanly to show sympathy for wolves as they are being killed (Emel 1995).
However, the tactic of publicly vilifying opponents as sissies emerged only when
the values of frontier masculinity needed to be retooled.

Sportsmen’s groups put pressure on the legislature during the eight years
Knowles was governor, and prohunting legislators decimated budgets of agencies
that did not comply with demands for aggressive wolf control projects. In 1996,
and again in 2000, citizen’s initiatives passed that forbade the state from institut-
ing aerial wolf hunting, although the initiatives were circumvented on the inaugu-
ration of Knowles’ Republican successor. But during his tenure, Knowles refused
to allow lethal wolf control, called for an external scientific study, and allowed
only nonlethal means of control such as relocation and sterilization programs. In
addition, he sought to appoint members of the Alaska Board of Game who were
moderate on wildlife issues and who represented ideological diversity. As a result,
many letters to the editor contained derogatory remarks not only hinting at his lack
of manliness but also questioning the masculinity of his appointees to the Game
Board. Even after the new, pro–wolf control Governor Murkowski took office,
letters continued to accuse Knowles of having run a sissified Game Board. In
2003, a letter writer expressed relief that Murkowski had appointed a Game Board
with strong, pro–wolf control values. “Eight years of gutless leadership concern-
ing wolf control have come to an end. The powder-puff picks that former Gov.
Tony Knowles had on the Game Board were there to serve the tourist industry, not
to feed the people of remote Alaska” (Keppel, ADN, 23 January 2003). A couple
of weeks later, a letter writer asked, “Why did they never attack Gov. Tony
Knowles for instituting no effective predator control and turning our Game Board
into a bunch of wolf huggers?” (Keith and Julie Curtis, ADN, 14 February 2003).

Another tactic that gained utility during the retrofitting of frontier masculinity
was casting wolves as threatening and wolf hunters as protectors. Recalling that
the hero of “Little Red Riding Hood” was the hunter who killed the wolf (Emel
1995), wolves were cast as a threat to children: “Participants talked of the danger
the wolves pose for children walking to school in the dark,” claimed one article
(Ruskin, ADN, 6 February 2000). “Wolves often are spotted from classrooms, and
parents fear for their children’s safety,” a woman claimed (Bellisle, 24 February
2000). This tactic, which played on ancient myths, raised the specter of innocent
children being killed by bold, out-of-control wolves. The state’s project to kill
wolves was thus framed as a means to protect children. Skogen and Krange
(2003) note that men in Norway who felt that their rural lifestyle was under siege
utilized similar rhetorical strategies, claiming that the weakest members of their
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communities—elderly people, women, and children—were the most likely to be
attacked by wolves and thus were in need of paternalist protection.

Related to the tactic of framing the wolf control issue as being necessary to
protect children, women, and elderly people, with the emergence of retro frontier
masculinity, the state’s wolf policies began to emphasize the need for family men to
have enough moose to hunt to provide meat for their families. Previously, this had
been mostly a side issue, with sport hunters’ rights to kill trophy bull moose or their
right to kill wolves for sport taking discursive precedence. Part of the reframing of
the wolf control issue, then, was a reification of the masculine family provider role.

In 2002, Republican Frank Murkowski was elected governor after running a cam-
paign that promoted lethal wolf control to increase moose populations available to
family providers. The National Rifle Association awarded Murkowski a grade of “A,”
while his opponent, Fran Ulmer, a woman who had been Knowles’s lieutenant gov-
ernor, received an “F” (Rosier, ADN, 27 October 2002). On inauguration, the new
governor made it clear to opponents of wolf control that retro frontier masculinity
would shape the state’s wildlife policies. Murkowski was “now considering how
radical a Board of Game he wants to nominate, and how fast to start wolf control,”
Leo Keller, a wildlife photographer, complained (ADN, 19 December 2002). “The
cry to enslave Mother Nature and kill wolves with a false expectation of improving
moose populations is growing throughout Alaska,” he continued. “Will the new
administration use the scientific data [which showed that bears accounted for most
moose predation], or just approve the misguided, wanton killing of wolves?” Within
a month, Keller had his answer. Murkowski replaced six out of seven members of the
Board of Game, stacking it with professional game guides and sport hunters
(Cockerham, ADN, 18 January 2003). The lone woman appointee was a professional
game guide. The first sentence of the article describing the move portrayed
Murkowski as a decisive, masculine warrior: Murkowski “waded into the predator
control battlefield when he put his firm stamp on the Alaska Board of Game.”

At the first Board of Game meeting after the 2002 gubernatorial election,
45 people complained about wolves. Many were hunters from an area where a
study had documented not a general lack of moose but only a shortage of bull
moose within a mile of town, indicating predation by humans, not wolves. However,
families were said to be suffering for lack of meat, and a resident claimed, “we
have so many wolves in our country that people are carrying handguns to the out-
house” (Manning, ADN, 7 March 2003). The board acted swiftly to demonstrate
its newly restored muscle. Aerial wolf control plans were instituted, and the state
attorney was directed to find a way to circumvent the anti–aerial wolf hunting
amendment to the state’s constitution that had earlier been passed by citizens.
Meanwhile, polls showed 76 percent of Alaskans were opposed to state-sponsored
lethal wolf control (Manning, ADN, 6 March 2003).

The legislature also whirled into action, passing bills allowing wolf control prac-
tices that had earlier been prohibited by voters. Ralph Seekins, a first-term senator,
introduced a bill allowing the Board of Game to make a “pre-emptive strike against
predators” (Gay, ADN, 25 March 2003). Passed by the legislature and signed by the
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new governor, the bill allowed preemptive strikes against predators even if moose
or caribou populations were not threatened. Seekins claimed he wanted wolves
killed “efficiently, effectively, and professionally” (Gay, ADN, 25 March 2003) by
using state sharpshooters flying low in helicopters.

Another reframed strategic emphasis state policy makers utilized was to con-
sider the wolf control issue in terms of fairness and competition. There are three
elements to this: structuring aerial wolf hunts as a matter of fair competition
between wolves and their pursuers, questioning whether wolves deserve fair com-
petition, and framing wolf control as necessary to limit wolves’ competition with
family providers seeking to put meat on their family tables. An example of how
the issue was framed in terms of making aerial wolf control a matter of fair com-
petition between wolves and humans occurred in 2003. Murkowski, the new
Republican governor, authorized aerial wolf control under strict limitations: vol-
unteer pilots using their own resources, including planes, fuel, guns, and ammuni-
tion (Gay, ADN, 5 November 2003). Framing the wolf control issue as one
fundamentally about fair competition, Murkowski said, “Humaneness is in the eye
of the beholder. If you run ’em down in a helicopter and shoot ’em, that’s pretty
efficient. If you run ’em down in a Super Cub, that requires a little more skill and
the wolf has probably got a better chance” (Gay, ADN, 11 December 2003).
Alternately, some policy makers questioned whether wolves even deserve to be
treated with any fairness in competition. Said a member of an advisory committee
to the Alaska Board of Game, “I don’t believe in fair chase for vermin. If you’re
trying to get rid of them, why worry about it?” (Manning, ADN, 15 March 2003).

A third way that the idea of competition is utilized in retro frontier masculinity
is describing wolf control projects as giving human hunters a competitive advan-
tage against wolves in their mutual quest for meat. When, in 2003, the Board of
Game announced plans to kill all wolves in a 1,700 square mile area, and to begin
an equally aggressive wolf kill plan in another area, competition was a key part of
the discussion. Paul Joslin of the Alaska Wildlife Alliance termed the hunt plans
“a posse in the sky” (Gay, ADN, 4 December 2003). Priscilla Feral, head of
Friends of Animals, told Representative Ralph Seekins, “That’s barbaric and out
of touch with Alaska and the rest of the world. . . . In 2003 it really is an ethical
outrage to be blasting wolves with shotguns.” Seekins’s response was, “We have
to eliminate the competition to feed Alaskans.” More fundamentally, Seekins also
revealed what is now obvious to all who have studied the wolf control issue: “This
isn’t about wolves. This is about who gets to control Alaska. . . . They want us to
compromise and compromise and compromise until there’s nothing left.”

REFLECTIONS

In Alaska, wolves are reprising a role they have played for centuries: They are
scapegoats at the state level, where they pay for the multiple pressures against mas-
culinity with their lives. A legitimate question might be, Why wolves? Kellert et al.
(1996) document that in the Yellowstone Park area, mountain lions are the major
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culprits in livestock predation and are responsible for many attacks on humans. Yet
there is little mention of mountain lions as a problem in the local press. At the same
time, mere discussion of a wolf reintroduction program elicited much negative pub-
licity, including dire predictions of children’s being killed in the park. Similarly, a
scientist working in a particularly contentious area in Alaska documented that the
majority of predation on moose was caused not by wolves but by bears (Manning,
ADN, 24 June 2001). In fact, in his study, wolves accounted for only 16 percent
of predation on moose, while black bears and grizzly bears together accounted for
81 percent. But even though bears have recently been blamed as culprits in preda-
tion on moose in Alaska, including being targeted for lethal and nonlethal methods
of control, bears cannot be scapegoats the way wolves are. The scientist who did
the study acknowledged that even suggesting bears be killed like wolves would be
“unimaginable. . . . That’s a place I don’t think anyone wants to go. People have a
lot of respect for them,” he said. We claim there is more to the story of who plays
the scapegoat role than respect for bears. First, because bears are among North
America’s most fierce animals, they are especially revered. In arctic and subarctic
regions, the hunting of bears is viewed as “paradigmatically male” (Brightman
1996, 692) because of the status accorded to them. In contrast, wolves have long
been attributed to the lowest status possible for animals, that of vermin, and killing
vermin is considered socially acceptable, even desirable (Flynn 1999).

Second, Alaska inherited a culturally ingrained hatred of wolves handed down
first from Europe, then from early American pioneers, then from Western expan-
sionists (Kellert 1985). In fact, wolves were the target of the first wildlife laws passed
by early American settlers, as a wolf bounty was established as early as 1630 (Kellert
et al. 1996). Although it could be argued that bears have posed as many practical
problems as wolves have, they are not subject to the kind of negative myths that have
been foisted on wolves. Wolves have long been constructed in the popular imagina-
tion as symbolizing danger, while bears have escaped such symbolism. Evidence of
this can be found in children’s stories. Whereas the wolf is an evildoer blowing down
houses of Little Pigs, or devouring Grandmother and attempting to eat Little Red
Riding Hood, bears are benign, even if they are annoyed at Goldilocks’s trespassing
on their private property without their permission. In addition, they are considered
cuddly, as the popular teddy bear aptly illustrates.

Interestingly, Barclay (2002) claims that in colonial America, wolves were not
as large a problem for colonists as they were for administrators who were respon-
sible for the economic growth of the colonies and for attracting new settlers.
Barclay argues that if wolves were indeed a problem, then settlers would not have
needed the incentive of bounties to kill them; instead, settlers would have killed
individual problem wolves, such as those caught killing livestock. He concludes
that the newly emerged modern state abstracted the problem of a few wolves’
being problems into a scary stereotype of wolves that threatened the safety of
communities, then offered bounties for wolf heads as a way to attract new live-
stock producers and settlers. Barclay documents that the state has a history of
strategically constructing myths about wolves, while there seems to be no evi-
dence that the state has conducted similar myth making about bears.
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There is also the mythological relationship bears share with masculinity. For
example, the mythopoetic men’s movement’s celebration of the archetypal wild
and hairy man (Bonnett 1996) seems bear-like. In contrast, labeling a man a
“wolf” implies that he sexually harasses women, which is increasingly considered
to be antisocial behavior. In addition, gay men have created a subculture of
“bears,” or masculinized men who celebrate hairy and large men (Hennen 2005).
Bears seem to have a special link with masculinity that wolves do not.

This article argues that policy makers in Alaska retrofitted an earlier form of mas-
culinity, frontier masculinity, as a way to garner public support for their controversial
wolf control projects. While traditional frontier masculinity emphasized sportsmen’s
rights to kill wolves, the framing of the issue utilizing retro frontier masculinity
employs new strategic emphases: vilifying opponents as feminized, casting wolf
hunters as paternalist protectors, reifying the masculine family provider role, and
framing the issue as fundamentally about competition. Retro frontier masculinity is
deployed on a statewide basis, reflecting the fact that states are gendered.

We hope this work opens another area where sociologists may examine issues of
gender. In particular, this work contributes to the analysis of how the state may con-
struct and sustain a symbolic form of masculinity as a way to manage systemic
threats to public manliness. Our ideas about retro frontier masculinity further
strengthen sociological understandings about how masculinity not just is a property
of individuals but also is deployed at the state level by policy makers seeking polit-
ical advantage. In addition, our work highlights not only how masculinity is socially
constructed but also how the social construction of masculinity is inherently inter-
woven with the social construction of frontiers, wilderness, scapegoats, and wolves
and other wildlife. Finally, this work documents how the symbolic politics of mas-
culinity have not only human victims but nonhuman ones as well. In Alaska, wolves
are paying for the state’s deployment of retro frontier masculinity with their lives.

Appendix

TABLE A1: News Items Cited in the Text

Date Author Title

12 February 1990 Medred Mechanized Predators Stalk Wolves from Sky;
Officials Say Aerial Hunters Harassed Wolves
to Near Exhaustion before Landing, Shooting

24 June 2001 Manning Unexpected Results of Study Show Grizzlies Are
Killing Moose Calves

27 October 1991 Hulen Alaska’s Wolves: Game Board Looks at Heated
Proposals

1 November 1991 Hulen Board Bans Some-Day Aerial Wolf Hunts
25 November 1992 Ahn Collars Doom Wolves; Board Planned Ahead;

Killers Will Track Packs

(continued)
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Appendix

TABLE A1: (continued)

Date Author Title

4 December 1992 Ahn Proposal Could Foil Wolf Kills
7 December 1992 staff Wolf Control: Hickel Backs Down, Heads for ‘Summit’
20 December 1992 Bryson Editor’s Notes: We Alaskans
27 December 1992 Hickel Wolf Hunt: Nation’s Wildlife Leaders Invited

to January Summit in Alaska
13 January 1993 Carey Wolf: More Than an Animal, Bigger Than Alaska
22 November 1992 Doogan God’s Newspaper Doesn’t Like the Killing of Wolves

from Helicopters
2 December 1994 Rinehart Wolf Kill Is Off
3 December 1994 Rinehart Law Calls for Wolf, Bear Kills; Board Implements

Predator Control
19 February 1995 staff Park Service Needs Better Bean Counters
6 February 2000 Ruskin ‘Flying through a Graveyard’: Wolves Short of Prey,

Hunters Say in McGrath
24 February 2000 Bellisle Fish and Game Faces Cut Unless Policies Change
27 October 2002 Rosier Murkowski Is What Alaska Deserves and What

Our Fish, Wildlife Need
19 December 2002 Keller How Will Governor Handle Wolves?
18 January 2003 Cockerham Murkowski Game Board Heavy on Hunting Advocates
23 January 2003 Keppel Finally, Game Board Will Serve Needs of Alaskans,

Not Tourists
14 February 2003 Curtis, K. Come to Dinner and Let’s Talk about Alaska’s

and J. Divisive Subsistence Issues
6 March 2003 Manning Predator Control Opinions Welcome
7 March 2003 Manning Crowd Supports Predator Control
25 March 2003 Gay Bill a ‘Tool’ to Manage Wolves
5 November 2003 Gay Game Board OK’s Aerial Wolf Hunts
11 December 2003 Gay Governor Stands Firm on Aerial Wolf Control Plans:

State Won’t Be Cowed by Animal Rights Groups,
Murkowski Says

15 March 2003 Manning Predators Face Another Hard Hit: Board of Game
Wants Wolves across Cook Inlet To Be Killed
from Snowmachines or Aircraft

4 December 2003 Gay No One Budges at Wolf Debate
21 August 2005 Hunter and State Has ‘Lost a Giant’ in Hammond (08/03/05)

Cockerham

NOTE

1. Hammond died in 2005 but continues to be seen as a mythical exemplar of Alaska masculinity:
“‘He was kind of a larger than life, quintessential Alaskan,’ said Fred Dyson, a Republican state sen-
ator from Eagle River. ‘He was a war hero, a man of great personal Christian faith, really a physical
stud. He done it all. He fished, he hunted and lived in the Bush” (Hunter and Cockerham, ADN, 21
August 2005).
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